The iBEAM goal is to bring innovation and value to every product in the revolutionary line of Vehicle Safety Systems. iBEAM products feature high levels of engineering with the installer in mind, while using only the finest materials available. This combination provides maximum performance in all price ranges.

Does your vehicle have more blind spots than a bat? See the light with a backup sensor, rear-view camera or blind spot detector to visualize what’s around you, and help with parking. Aftermarket cameras, monitors, sensors and complete systems are available for any type of motor vehicle.

Rear-view cameras are typically mounted on the back of the vehicle and offer wide-angle lenses that help you see everything from the left to right bumper of your car. They’re angled to the ground, so you can see the road behind you, as well as any children or objects in the way. According to the NHTSA, such camera systems have the best potential to reduce back-over accidents out of any vehicle sensory technology they have tested.
SURROUNDED BY
SAFETY FEATURES

360° 3D VIEW FRONT CAMERA

360° 3D VIEW SIDE CAMERA

360° 3D VIEW REAR CAMERA

FRONT PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 2.5'

PARKING SENSOR DISPLAY

REAR PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 5'

BLIND-SPOT DETECTION

BACKUP CAMERA MONITOR

BACKUP CAMERA
FRONT + REAR CAMERAS

TE-180 COLLISION AVOIDANCE CAMERA
- Multi-view & multi-angle camera can change perspective or display multiple perspectives with the press of a button
- Switch to mirrored view with guide lines for back-up situations
- Wired switch for convenient operation
- 25’ Of video cable included

TE-SBC SMALL BULLET CAMERA
- Defeatable parking assist lines
- Waterproof connections
- Includes flush mount kit with hole saw

TE-SSA SMALL SQUARE CAMERA
- Fixed 40 degree angle
- Water resistant design

TE-SSC SMALL SQUARE CAMERA
- Defeatable parking assist lines
- Waterproof connections

NEW 180° VIEW
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D

TE-180 CAMERA VIEWS
FRONT OR REAR FACING

STANDARD
STANDARD / DOWN

LEFT / RIGHT
LEFT / RIGHT / DOWN

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
FRONT + REAR + SIDE CAMERAS

A  TE-CSC  
CHROME PUSH-IN CAMERA  
- Use under a lip or under side view mirrors  
- 22.5mm Hole saw, power cord and 20' video cable is included  

B  TE-BSC  
BLACK SNAP-IN CAMERA  
- Use under a lip or under side view mirrors  
- 22.5mm Hole saw, power cord and 20’ video cable is included  

C  TE-SRBC  
SMALL RUBBER HOUSING CAMERA  
- Can be mounted up, down or sideways  
- Power cord and 20’ video cable included  

D  TE-RSC  
EYEBALL STYLE CAMERA  
- Use under a lip or under side view mirrors  
- Parking assist lines selectable  
- Waterproof connections  
- 170 Degree viewing angle  
- Camera is 1” in diameter  

E  TE-RRSC  
SMALL EYEBALL STYLE CAMERA  
- Use under a lip or under side view mirrors  
- 0.75” in diameter - smaller than the TE-RSC!  
- Parking assist lines selectable  
- Waterproof connections  
- 170 Degree viewing angle  

ibeamusa.com  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
ACTIVE PARKING LINES
BACKUP CAMERAS

TE-BPLTC
BEHIND LICENSE PLATE CAMERA + NIGHT VISION
• Active parking lines move when vehicle is turning in reverse to help avoid objects
• Parking lines automatically straighten when vehicle is no longer turning in reverse
• 4 LEDs provide more light than IR LEDs at night (LEDs come on when camera has power)
• Water resistant square housing

TE-LEDTSSC
SMALL SQUARE CAMERA + LEDs WITH ACTIVE PARKING LINES
• Active parking lines move when vehicle is turning while in reverse to help avoid objects
• Parking lines automatically straighten when vehicle is no longer turning in reverse
• 4 LEDs provide more light than IR LEDs at night (LEDs come on when camera has power)
• Water resistant housing

TE-BPTC
BEHIND LICENSE PLATE CAMERA
• Active parking lines move when vehicle is turning in reverse to help avoid objects
• Parking lines automatically straighten when vehicle is no longer turning in reverse
• Water resistant square housing

TE-TSSC
SMALL SQUARE CAMERA WITH ACTIVE PARKING LINES
• Active parking lines move when vehicle is turning while in reverse to help avoid objects
• Parking lines automatically straighten when vehicle is no longer turning in reverse
• Water resistant housing

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
LED NIGHT VISION
BACKUP CAMERAS

**TE-BPCIR**
**BEHIND LICENSE PLATE CAMERA + NIGHT VISION**
- Mounts behind the license plate
- Camera hovers over the license plate
- IR LED for better vision at night
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- Parking assist lines selectable
- Waterproof design

**TE-CLED**
**SURFACE MOUNT CAMERA + LEDS**
- Two 1/3 watt LEDs providing illumination for camera
- Bendable camera mount allows adjustment to the desired angle
- 170 Degree viewing angle

**TE-THC**
**THROUGH-HOLE CAMERA + LEDS**
- IR LEDs for night vision
- 120 Degree viewing angle
- Defeatable parking assist lines
- Waterproof connections

**TE-SSIR**
**SMALL SQUARE CAMERA + LEDS**
- 4 IR LEDs to help see at night
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- Surface mount design allows camera to pivot 130 degrees

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
WITHOUT LEDS
BACKUP CAMERAS

**TE-BFC**
**BUTTERFLY MOUNT BACKUP CAMERA**
- High quality metal butterfly housing camera
- Wide viewing angle
- 1/4" CMOS camera
- Non-defeatable fixed parking lines
- Water resistant

**TE-BPC**
**ABOVE LICENSE PLATE CAMERA**
- Mounts to top bolts of license plate
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- Parking assist lines selectable
- Waterproof design

**TE-FLC**
**FLUSH MOUNT CAMERA**
- High quality metal housing camera
- Wide viewing angle
- 1/4" CMOS camera
- Non-defeatable fixed parking lines
- Hole saw included
- Water resistant

**SAFETY FIRST**

**3 YEAR WARRANTY**

CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932

iBeamUSA.com
**FIXED ANGLE MOUNT BACKUP CAMERAS**

**A**
**TE-LPBC SMALL SQUARE CAMERA**
- High quality black metal housing
- Wide viewing angle
- 1/4” CMOS camera
- Non-defeatable fixed parking lines
- Water resistant

**B**
**TE-LPCC CHROME SMALL SQUARE CAMERA**
- High quality chrome metal housing
- Wide viewing angle
- 1/4” CMOS camera
- Non-defeatable fixed parking lines
- Water resistant

**C**
**TE-LPGC GLOSS BLACK SMALL SQUARE CAMERA**
- High quality gloss black metal housing
- Wide viewing angle
- 1/4” CMOS camera
- Non-defeatable fixed parking lines
- Water resistant

---

**DRIVE SAFELY**

iBeamUSA.com

CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERAS

The iBeam tailgate backup cameras provide vehicle specific kits for the most popular trucks. Factory style tailgate latch kits feature cameras that are mounted within the bezel of the tailgate latch handle for a factory look.

TE-GTGC CHEVY/GMC TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
- Replaces OEM handle
- Matching factory black texture
- 1/4" Omnivision CMOS image sensor
- 150 Degree viewing angle
- 20’ harness included
- Defeatable parking lines

FITS:
2007-13 CHEVY SILVERADO & GMC SIERRA 1500
2007-14 CHEVY SILVERADO & GMC SIERRA 2500/3500

TE-GMTC GM TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
See on page 13

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
TAILGATE HANDLE
BACKUP CAMERAS

**TE-DGH**
RAM TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
- Replaces OEM handle
- Matching factory black texture
- Retains factory key hole
- CMOS 1/3” camera
- 150 Degree viewing angle
- 26’ Harness included
- Defeatable parking lines

**FITS:**
- 2009-16 RAM 1500
- 2010-16 RAM 2500/3500

**TE-DGHC**
RAM CHROME TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
- Replaces OEM handle
- Matching factory chrome finish
- Retains factory key hole
- CMOS 1/3” camera
- 150 Degree viewing angle
- 26’ Harness included
- Defeatable parking lines

**FITS:**
- 2009-16 RAM 1500
- 2010-16 RAM 2500/3500

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications*

ibeamUSA.com  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
TAILGATE HANDLE
BACKUP CAMERAS

TE-FCTGC
FORD CHROME TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
• Replaces OEM handle
• Matching factory black texture with chrome handle
• Retains factory key hole
• CMOS 1/3" camera
• 150 Degree viewing angle
• 26' Harness included
• Defeatable parking lines

FITS:
2004-14 FORD F150 (Excludes Heritage models)
2008-14 FORD SUPERDUTY F250-F550

TE-FTGC
FORD TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
• Replaces OEM handle
• Matching factory black texture
• Retains factory key hole
• CMOS 1/3" camera
• 150 Degree viewing angle
• 26' Harness included
• Defeatable parking lines

FITS:
2004-14 FORD F150 (Excludes Heritage models)
2008-14 FORD SUPERDUTY F250-F550

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications

3 YEAR WARRANTY  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  iBeamUSA.com
TAILGATE HANDLE
BACKUP CAMERAS

TE-FDH
FORD TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
• Replaces OEM handle
• Matching factory black texture
• Retains factory key hole
• CMOS 1/3” camera
• 150 Degree viewing angle
• 26’ Harness included
• Image switching (mirroring)
• Defeatable parking lines

FITS:
2015-UP* FORD F150

TE-FDHC
FORD CHROME TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA
• Replaces OEM handle
• Matching factory black texture with chrome handle
• Retains factory key hole
• CMOS 1/3” camera
• 150 Degree viewing angle
• 26’ Harness included
• Image switching (mirroring)
• Defeatable parking lines

FITS:
2015-UP* FORD F150

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
**TE-GMCH**  
**GM CHROME TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA**  
• Replaces OEM handle  
• Matching factory chrome finish  
• Retains OEM lock actuator (modification required)  
• Retains factory key hole  
• CMOS 1/3” camera  
• 150 Degree viewing angle  
• 26’ Harness included  
• Image switching (mirroring)  
• Defeatable parking lines  

**TE-GMTC**  
**GM TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA**  
• Replaces OEM handle  
• Matching factory black texture  
• Retains OEM lock actuator (modification required)  
• Retains factory key hole  
• CMOS 1/3” camera  
• 150 Degree viewing angle  
• 26’ Harness included  
• Image switching (mirroring)  
• Defeatable parking lines  

**FITS:**  
2014-UP* GM SILVERADO | SIERRA  
2015-UP* COLORADO | CANYON  

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications*
**TE-TUTGC**
**TOYOTA TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA**
- Replaces OEM handle
- Matching factory black texture
- 1/4” Omnivision CMOS image sensor
- 150 Degree viewing angle
- 20’ harness included
- Defeatable parking lines

**TE-TATGC**
**TOYOTA TAILGATE HANDLE CAMERA**
- Replaces OEM handle
- Matching factory black texture
- 1/4” Omnivision CMOS image sensor
- 150 Degree viewing angle
- 20’ harness included
- Defeatable parking lines

**FITS:**
**2007-13 TOYOTA TUNDRA**

**FITS:**
**2005-14 TOYOTA TACOMA**

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
THIRD BRAKE LIGHT BACKUP CAMERAS

TE-3BCE CHEVY COMMERCIAL THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA + NIGHT VISION
• Directly replaces factory third brake light
• Waterproof design
• 1/3” CMOS camera
• 170 Degree viewing angle
• 0 Lux IR LED night vision
• Defeatable parking lines
• Includes 32.8’ video cable with 4-Pin DIN connector
• Includes 4-Pin DIN to RCA adapter cable
• Built in microphone

TE-3BDP DODGE COMMERCIAL THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA + NIGHT VISION
• Directly replaces factory third brake light
• Waterproof design
• 1/3” CMOS camera
• 170 Degree viewing angle
• 0 Lux IR LED night vision
• Defeatable parking lines
• Includes 32.8’ video cable with 4-Pin DIN connector
• Includes 4-Pin DIN to RCA adapter cable
• Built in microphone

FITS: 2003-16 CHEVY EXPRESS VAN

FITS: 2014-16 DODGE PROMASTER VAN

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications

3 YEAR WARRANTY    CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  iBeamUSA.com
THIRD BRAKE LIGHT BACKUP CAMERAS

**NEW**

**A**

**TE-3BFT**

**FORD COMMERCIAL THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA + NIGHT VISION**

- Directly replaces factory third brake light
- Waterproof design
- 1/3” CMOS camera
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- 0 Lux IR LED night vision
- Defeatable parking lines
- Includes 32.8’ video cable with 4-Pin DIN connector
- Includes 4-Pin DIN to RCA adapter cable
- Built in microphone

**FITS:**

2014-16 FORD TRANSIT VAN

**B**

**TE-3BMC**

**MERCEDES/VOLKSWAGEN COMMERCIAL THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA + NIGHT VISION**

- Directly replaces factory third brake light
- Waterproof design
- 1/3” CMOS camera
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- 0 Lux IR LED night vision
- Defeatable parking lines
- Includes 32.8’ video cable with 4-Pin DIN connector
- Includes 4-Pin DIN to RCA adapter cable
- Built in microphone

**FITS:**

2007-15 MERCEDES SPRINTER & VOLKSWAGEN CRAFTER

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications*

**iBeamUSA.com**  CALL TO ORDER  **800.221.0932**  **3 YEAR WARRANTY**
TE-3BNV
NISSAN COMMERCIAL THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA + NIGHT VISION
- Directly replaces factory third brake light
- Waterproof design
- 1/3” CMOS camera
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- 0 Lux IR LED night vision
- Defeatable parking lines
- Includes 32.8’ video cable with 4-Pin DIN connector
- Includes 4-Pin DIN to RCA adapter cable
- Built in microphone

FITS:
2009-2016 NISSAN NV PASSENGER/CARGO VAN

TE-3BUV
UNIVERSAL COMMERCIAL THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA + NIGHT VISION
- Directly replaces factory third brake light
- Waterproof design
- 1/3” CMOS camera
- 170 Degree viewing angle
- 0 Lux IR LED night vision
- Defeatable parking lines
- Includes 32.8’ video cable with 4-Pin DIN connector
- Includes 4-Pin DIN to RCA adapter cable
- Built in microphone

FITS:
UNIVERSAL

*Visit MetraOnline.com for up-to-date vehicle specific applications

3 YEAR WARRANTY  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  iBeamUSA.com
**TE-35MV 3.5” VIDEO SCREEN**
- 3.5” Color LCD display
- Multi-view function - image can be rotated to match any mounting orientation
- Dash mount base with 3M tape or windshield mount
- Video input for rear-view camera

**TE-43VS 4.3” VIDEO SCREEN**
- 4.3” Color LCD display
- Dash mount base with 3M tape or windshield mount suction cup
- 2 Video inputs: Rear-view camera & secondary input
**VIDEO SCREENS**

**NEW**

**TE-7VS**

7” VIDEO SCREEN

- 7” Color LCD display
- Dash mount base with 3M tape
- 2 Video inputs:
  - Rear-view camera & secondary input

**TE-50VS**

5” VIDEO SCREEN

- 5” Color LCD display
- Dash mount base with 3M tape or windshield mount suction cup
- 2 Video inputs:
  - Rear-view camera & secondary input

**3 YEAR WARRANTY**

**CALL TO ORDER** 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITORS

NEW

A. TE-CM43 CLIP-ON MIRROR MONITOR
   - Universal replacement rear-view mirror with integrated 4.3" Color LCD screen
   - See what’s behind you before you back up
   - Easy universal installation!
   - Clips over your existing rear-view mirror
   - Only visible when vehicle is in reverse
   - Video input for rear-view camera

B. TE-CLMC-K1 MIRROR MONITOR + BUTTERFLY MOUNT CAMERA KIT
   - Kit includes TE-CM43 mirror monitor and TE-BFC butterfly mount backup camera

C. TE-CLMC-K2 MIRROR MONITOR + FLUSH MOUNT CAMERA KIT
   - Kit includes TE-CM43 mirror monitor and TE-FLC flush mount backup camera

D. TE-CLMC-K3 MIRROR MONITOR + LICENSE PLATE MOUNT CAMERA KIT
   - Kit includes TE-CM43 mirror monitor and TE-BPLTC license plate mount backup camera with active parking lines

E. TE-CLMC-K4 MIRROR MONITOR + HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA+ MIC KIT
   - Kit includes TE-CM43 mirror monitor and TE-CCM night vision backup camera with microphone

iBeamUSA.com  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITORS

TE-RM45 REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITOR
• Universal replacement rear-view mirror with integrated 4.5” Color LCD screen
• Includes most widely used windshield mount
• Optional mounts for Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Toyota, Kia, Subaru, VW, Mercedes, Fiat, Iveco, and Peugeot available
• Only visible when vehicle is in reverse
• 2 Video inputs: rear-view camera and secondary video input

TE-MC-K1 MIRROR MONITOR + BUTTERFLY MOUNT CAMERA KIT
• Kit includes TE-RM45 mirror monitor and TE-BFC butterfly mount backup camera

TE-MC-K2 MIRROR MONITOR + FLUSH MOUNT CAMERA KIT
• Kit includes TE-RM45 mirror monitor and TE-FLC flush mount backup camera

TE-MC-K3 MIRROR MONITOR + LICENSE PLATE MOUNT CAMERA KIT
• Kit includes TE-RM45 mirror monitor and TE-BPLTC license plate mount backup camera with active parking lines

TE-MC-K4 MIRROR MONITOR + HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA+ MIC KIT
• Kit includes TE-RM45 mirror monitor and TE-CCM night vision backup camera with microphone

REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITORS

TE-RM45 REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITOR
• Universal replacement rear-view mirror with integrated 4.5” Color LCD screen
• Includes most widely used windshield mount
• Optional mounts for Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Toyota, Kia, Subaru, VW, Mercedes, Fiat, Iveco, and Peugeot available
• Only visible when vehicle is in reverse
• 2 Video inputs: rear-view camera and secondary video input

NEW

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITORS

A. **TE-BTM45 REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITOR + BLUETOOTH**
   - Universal replacement rear-view mirror with integrated 4.5” Color LCD screen
   - Built-in Bluetooth® 4.1 with integrated microphone for hands-free calling, voice dial & incoming phone number display
   - Streams audio for nav prompts
   - Includes windshield mount
   - Optional mounts for Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Toyota, Kia, Subaru, VW, Mercedes, Fiat, Iveco, and Peugeot available
   - 2 Video inputs: rear-view camera and secondary video input

B. **TE-BMC-K1 MIRROR MONITOR + BUTTERFLY MOUNT CAMERA KIT**
   - Kit includes TE-BTM45 mirror monitor and TE-BFC butterfly mount backup camera

C. **TE-BMC-K2 MIRROR MONITOR + FLUSH MOUNT CAMERA KIT**
   - Kit includes TE-BTM45 mirror monitor and TE-FLC flush mount backup camera

D. **TE-BMC-K3 MIRROR MONITOR + LICENSE PLATE MOUNT CAMERA KIT**
   - Kit includes TE-BTM45 mirror monitor and TE-BPLTC license plate mount backup camera with active parking lines

E. **TE-BMC-K4 MIRROR MONITOR + HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA+ MIC KIT**
   - Kit includes TE-BTM45 mirror monitor and TE-CCM night vision backup camera with microphone

iBeamUSA.com  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
TE-CTM45 REPLACEMENT MIRROR MONITOR
+ TEMP + COMPASS
• Universal replacement rear-view mirror with integrated 4.5" Color LCD screen
• Integrated compass and in/out temperature display with 2 temperature sensors
• Includes most widely used windshield mount
• Optional mounts for Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Toyota, Kia, Subaru, VW, Mercedes, Fiat, Iveco, and Peugeot available
• 2 Video inputs: rear-view camera and secondary video input

TE-CMC-K1 MIRROR MONITOR + BUTTERFLY MOUNT CAMERA KIT
• Kit includes TE-CTM45 mirror monitor and TE-BFC butterfly mount backup camera

TE-CMC-K3 MIRROR MONITOR + LICENSE PLATE MOUNT CAMERA KIT
• Kit includes TE-CTM45 mirror monitor and TE-BPLTC license plate mount backup camera with active parking lines

TE-CMC-K2 MIRROR MONITOR + FLUSH MOUNT CAMERA KIT
• Kit includes TE-CTM45 mirror monitor and TE-FLC flush mount backup camera

TE-CMC-K4 MIRROR MONITOR + HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA+ MIC KIT
• Kit includes TE-CTM45 mirror monitor and TE-CCM night vision backup camera with microphone

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
ACCESSORIES

FACTORY WINDSHIELD MOUNTS FOR iBEAM MIRRORS

A

- **TE-M01**
  Fits Toyota/GM/Hyundai/Honda
- **TE-M02**
  Fits Honda/Subaru
- **TE-M03**
  Fits Volkswagen
- **TE-M06**
  Universal Cup Bracket
- **TE-M07**
  Fits Kia/Hyundai
- **TE-M08**
  Fits Ford/Dodge
- **TE-M09**
  Fits Fiat/Iveco/Peugeot/Ford
- **TE-M11**
  Fits Mercedes
- **TE-M12**
  Fits Toyota Corolla

B

TE-TSI TURN SIGNAL VIDEO INTERFACE

- Designed to be used with multiple cameras to show obstructions on the sides, back, or even the front of the vehicle
- When a turn signal is activated, the corresponding camera video will show on screen
- When reverse is activated, the reverse camera will show video
- Views surroundings especially when used on a large vehicle like a RV

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
SURROUNDED BY SAFETY FEATURES

- 360° 3D VIEW FRONT CAMERA
- FRONT PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 2.5'
- 360° 3D VIEW SIDE CAMERA
- BACKUP CAMERA MONITOR
- 360° 3D VIEW REAR CAMERA
- PARKING SENSOR DISPLAY
- REAR PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 5'
- BLIND-SPOT DETECTION
ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE

DVRs

**A**

**TE-DVR-W**

HD WINDOW MOUNT DASH CAM + DVR

- 1080P HD resolution videos and photos
- WiFi connects to mobile app for viewing
- Press one button for quick photo
- Can be used forward or rear facing
- Supports up to 32gb Micro-SD card (not included)
- G-force sensor detects collisions & locks video from being overwritten
- Plugs into standard 12v outlet

**B**

**TE-DVR-15**

WINDOW MOUNT DASH CAM + DVR

- 720P resolution videos and photos
- Easily switches between video and photo modes
- 1.5” Color LCD display
- Can be used forward or rear facing
- Supports up to 32gb Micro-SD card (not included)
- G-force sensor detects collisions & locks video from being overwritten
- Plugs into standard 12V outlet

3 YEAR WARRANTY  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  iBeamUSA.com
**A. TE-DVR-MM**

REPLACEMENT MIRROR + HD CAMERA + DVR

- Universal replacement rear-view mirror with integrated 4.5" 1080P HD color LCD screen with auto brightness
- Integrated camera with 140° viewing angle & 4x zoom takes 3.5Mpix photos
- Supports up to 64gb Micro-SD card
- G-force sensor detects collisions & locks video from being overwritten
- Includes most widely used mount
- Optional mounts for Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Toyota, Kia, Subaru, VW, Mercedes, Fiat, Iveco, and Peugeot available
- 2 Video inputs: rear-view camera and secondary video input

---

**B. TE-DMC-K1**

MIRROR MONITOR W/ CAMERA + BUTTERFLY MOUNT CAMERA KIT

- Kit includes TE-DVR-MM mirror monitor and TE-BFC butterfly mount backup camera

---

**C. TE-DMC-K2**

MIRROR MONITOR W/ CAMERA + FLUSH MOUNT CAMERA KIT

- Kit includes TE-DVR-MM mirror monitor and TE-FLC flush mount backup camera

---

**D. TE-DMC-K3**

MIRROR MONITOR W/ CAMERA + LICENSE PLATE MOUNT CAMERA KIT

- Kit includes TE-DVR-MM mirror monitor and TE-BPLTC license plate mount backup camera with active parking lines

---

**E. TE-DMC-K4**

MIRROR MONITOR W/ CAMERA + NIGHT VISION CAMERA+ MIC KIT

- Kit includes TE-DVR-MM mirror monitor and TE-CCM night vision backup camera with microphone

---

iBeamUSA.com  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
NEW ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE
FRONT+ REAR DVR KIT

TE-IFD
FRONT + REAR HD NIGHT VISION
CAMERA + DVR SYSTEM
• Simultaneously captures forward and rear facing video
• HD front and rear recording
• Motion sensor monitors activity while vehicle is parked
• IR LED bar mounts behind license plate to improve night recording
• G-force sensor detects collisions & locks video from being overwritten
• WiFi connects to mobile app for live viewing, videos, photos and settings

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com

SAFETY FIRST
ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE
HEADS-UP DISPLAY

TE-HUD WINDSHIELD PROJECTED HEADS-UP DISPLAY
- Universal - projects from dash
- Reduces driver distraction
- Displays vehicle info on the windshield
- 3” Multi-color LED heads-up display
- Auto-adjusts brightness for day/night
- Displays speed, rpm, voltage & temp
- Works with included OBDII connector
- Includes friction mat & reflective screen

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
**ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE**

**360° VIEW KIT**

- **TE-360**
  - 4-Camera 360 degree surround view kit
  - Camera images are fused together by the included control processor to create a continuous birds-eye view
  - Automatically view full screen images of side or rear cameras with integrated turn and reverse triggers
  - View full screen image of front camera via included manual switch
  - System is custom calibrated to each vehicle individually for optimum image fusion

- **TE-CMAT**
  - For use with TE-360
  - Four precision mats

**NEW**

3 YEAR WARRANTY

CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
**ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE SENSOR SYSTEMS**

**TE-8PSK**

*8 SENSOR FRONT + REAR PARKING ASSIST KIT + DISPLAY*
- Works with most vehicles without metal bumpers
- Adjustable sensitivity detects up to 2.5’ front & 5’ rear
- LED display with defeatable audible alert
- Learn feature identifies permanent obstructions
- Waterproof connection to protect from the elements

**TE-ES**

*REPLACEMENT PARKING SENSOR*
- Replacement parking sensor with 6 meter lead
- Add to the TE-4PSK for front sensors
- Can be used to replace any damaged sensors in the TE-4PSK, TE-8PSK or TE-B4PSK

**TE-4PSK**

*4 SENSOR REAR PARKING ASSIST KIT + DISPLAY*
- Works with most vehicles without metal bumpers
- Adjustable sensitivity detects up 5’ away
- LED display with defeatable audible alert
- Learn feature identifies permanent obstructions
- Additional sensors (sold separately) can be added for front detection
- Waterproof connection to protect from the elements

iBeamUSA.com  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
**ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE**

**SENSOR SYSTEMS**

**TE-4PSKRUB**

*4 SENSOR METAL BUMPER PARKING ASSIST KIT + DISPLAY*
- Designed for most vehicles with metal bumpers
- Adjustable sensitivity detects up to 5’ away
- LED display with defeatable audible alert
- Learn feature identifies obstructions
- Waterproof connections

**TE-RES**

*RUBBER REPLACEMENT PARKING SENSOR*
- Replacement parking sensor with 19.6’ waterproof cable
- To be used with any iBEAM parking sensor kit
- Sensor is already angled to fit most metal bumpers

**TE-BEEP**

*BACKUP BEEPER*
- For big trucks, delivery vans, fleet vehicles
- 102 Decibel warning alarm
- Simple 2 wire connection (connect the (+) to the Reverse (+) wire and connect the (-) to ground) activates once the vehicle is in reverse
- Warns others that the vehicle is backing up

**TE-PSRC3**

*PARKING SENSOR EXTENSION CABLES*
- 3.8’ Cable

**TE-PSRC6**
- 19.6’ Cable

*3 YEAR WARRANTY*  
CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932  iBeamUSA.com
TE-PSCD 4 SENSOR REAR PARKING ASSIST KIT + BACKUP CAMERA INTEGRATION
• Designed for vehicles with plastic bumpers
• Video output works with aftermarket video screen
• Waterproof connection to protect from the elements
• Works with an aftermarket backup camera (sold separately)
• Adjustable high tone/low tone/off switch on the buzzer

TE-B4PSK 4 SENSOR REAR PARKING ASSIST KIT
• Designed for vehicles with plastic bumpers
• Angled mounting rings included
• Waterproof connection to protect from the elements
• Adjustable high tone/low tone/off switch on the buzzer

TE-BR4PSK 4 SENSOR METAL BUMPER REAR PARKING ASSIST KIT
• Designed for vehicles with metal bumpers
• Angled mounting rings included
• Waterproof connection to protect from the elements
• Adjustable high tone/low tone/off switch on the buzzer
TE-CPSS
ALL-IN-ONE
ULTRASONIC DETECTION
PARKING SENSOR +
BACKUP CAMERA KIT
• New low profile design
• Universal - 3° / 5° / 7° angled mounting plates
• 170 Degree camera viewing angle
• Parking sensor overlays distance in feet over backup camera display
• Parking sensor detectable range: 1.30 Ft. To 6.5 Ft.
• Hide-a-way buzzer provides audible warning for parking sensor
• Mounts with double-stick tape or screws provided

TE-BSDK
BLIND SPOT DETECTION KIT
• Simple 4 wire connection
• Reduce accidents and help the driver be more alert
• Waterproof connection to protect from the elements
• Adjustable sensitivity
• Adjustable high tone/low tone/off switch on the buzzer

3 YEAR WARRANTY  CALL TO ORDER  800.221.0932  iBeamUSA.com
TE-BSM BLIND SPOT DETECTION KIT

- Monitors blind spots for hazards via 2 microwave sensors
- Easy set-up with a no-drill installation
- LED warning indicators for both sides of vehicle
- Audible warnings with turn signal triggers

DRIVE SAFELY

CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932  3 YEAR WARRANTY
COMMERCIAL + LARGE VEHICLE

iBEAM
VEHICLE SAFETY SYSTEMS

COMMERCIAL + LG VEHICLE
SURROUNDED BY SAFETY FEATURES

- 360° 3D VIEW FRONT CAMERA
- FRONT PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 2.5°
- BACKUP CAMERA MONITOR
- PARKING SENSOR DISPLAY
- 360° 3D VIEW SIDE CAMERA
- REAR PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 5°
- BLIND-SPOT DETECTION
- BACKUP CAMERA
- 360° 3D VIEW REAR CAMERA
**TE-CCM**  
**HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA + MICROPHONE**  
- High quality metal housing  
- Wide viewing angle  
- Built-in microphone  
- 0 Lux night vision / 18 IR LEDs  
- IP67 water resistant  
- 4-Pin DIN connector

**TE-CCD**  
**HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION DOME STYLE CAMERA**  
- High quality metal housing  
- Wide viewing angle  
- 0 Lux night vision / 12 IR LEDs  
- IP69K water resistant  
- 4-Pin DIN connector

**TE-CCH**  
**HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA + HOOD**  
- High quality metal housing  
- Wide viewing angle  
- 0 Lux night vision / 18 IR LEDs  
- IP69K water resistant  
- 4-Pin DIN connector

**TE-CCV**  
**HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION CAMERA + VISOR**  
- High quality metal housing  
- Wide viewing angle  
- 0 Lux night vision / 10 IR LEDs  
- IP67 water resistant  
- 4-Pin DIN connector
NEW

TE-CCDL
HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION DUAL LENS CAMERA
• High quality metal housing
• Wide viewing angle
• 0 Lux night vision / 12 IR LEDs each
• IP69K water resistant
• 4-Pin DIN connector

TE-CCF
HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION FLYFISH CAMERA
• High quality metal housing
• Wide viewing angle
• 0 Lux night vision / 18 IR LEDs
• IP69K water resistant
• 4-Pin DIN connector

TE-CCS
HEAVY DUTY NIGHT VISION SIDE-VIEW CAMERA
• High quality metal housing
• Wide viewing angle
• 0 Lux night vision / 12 IR LEDs
• IP69K water resistant
• 4-Pin DIN connector

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
COMMERCIAL + LARGE VEHICLES
HEAVY DUTY MONITOR

**TE-7VS-4**

4-CAMERA INPUT MULTI-VIEW 7” MONITOR
- 7” Color LCD display
- Heavy-duty tilting bracket mount
- Display 1 to 4 cameras simultaneously multiple display layouts
- 4-Pin DIN camera input connectors
- Compatible with TE-WTR wireless camera kit
- Includes remote

**4-PIN DIN EXTENSION CABLE**
- TE-CEX20 65.6’ Cable Length
- TE-CEX10 32.8’ Cable Length

**ADAPTERS**
- **TE-4PTR** 4-PIN DIN TO RCA
  Allows 4-Pin DIN cameras to be used with RCA monitors - 3.3’ Length
- **TE-RT4P** RCA TO 4-PIN DIN
  Allows RCA cameras to be used with commercial monitors - 3.3’ Length

NEW

CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
NEW

TE-WTR
WIRED TO WIRELESS VIDEO TRANSMITTER + RECEIVER KIT

• Compatible with most 4-Pin DIN cameras
• 2.4Ghz WiFi linking transmitter and receiver
• 200 Meter unobstructed wireless range
• Easy one button pairing set-up

SAFETY FIRST

iBeamUSA.com CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 3 YEAR WARRANTY
SURROUNDED BY SAFETY FEATURES

- 360° 3D VIEW FRONT CAMERA
- FRONT PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 2.5'
- BACKUP CAMERA MONITOR
- PARKING SENSOR DISPLAY
- 360° 3D VIEW SIDE CAMERA
- REAR PARKING SENSORS DETECT UP TO 5'
- BLIND-SPOT DETECTION
- BACKUP CAMERA
- 360° 3D VIEW REAR CAMERA
COMMERCIAL PRO SERIES WIRELESS

TE-WPC-M
HEAVY DUTY WIRELESS CAMERA + NIGHT VISION
• High quality metal housing
• Built-in microphone
• 1/3” CMOS camera
• 120° Viewing angle
• 0 Lux night vision / 12 IR LEDs
• IP69K Water resistant
• 3dB Antenna with 120 meter unobstructed range

NEW

TE-4WCM
WIRELESS 4-CAMERA INPUT MULTI-VIEW MONITOR
• 7” Color LCD screen
• Built-in 2.4Ghz WiFi system for linking with wireless cameras (not included)
• Pairs with up to 4 wireless cameras
• 450’ Unobstructed wireless range
• Display 1 to 4 cameras simultaneously
• Activation trigger for reverse (backup) cam

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com
TE-WMSC
WIRELESS NIGHT VISION
CAMERA + MONITOR KIT

- Universal kit
- Camera links to monitor via built-in 2.4Ghz WiFi
- 7” Color LCD screen
- Waterproof wireless CMOS camera
- 450’ Wireless range
- 120 Degree viewing angle
- 0.5 Lux infrared LED night vision
COMMERCIAL PRO SERIES DVR

NEW

TE-CDVR-9QM
9” TOUCHSCREEN 4-CHANNEL MONITOR + DVR
- Universal - works with most cameras
- Includes bracket mount & removable visor
- Supports audio & video on each input
- Equipped RCA audio & video output
- Records up to 4 channels simultaneously
- Accepts (4) 256GB Micro SD cards behind a key locked security door
- Supports USB backup of video files
- 4-Pin DIN inputs for 4 cameras
- Includes remote control
- iBeam TE-16SD SD card sold separately

3 YEAR WARRANTY CALL TO ORDER 800.221.0932 iBeamUSA.com